
Term Life Insurance

Facts & Stats

Enrollment period: [DATE-DATE].

To learn more and enroll, visit [www.website.com] or call [1 800 GET-MET 8]

What you need to know about getting life insurance at work:

• You get competitive group rates and a wide range of coverage options to choose from.

Proceeds are generally income tax free and can be paid to your beneficiary in a lump-sum payment.  

You will have the convenience of having premiums automatically deducted from your paycheck.

•

•

of consumers – 41 millions 

Americans – say they need life 

insurance coverage, but don’t have 

it.1

of Americans expressed a heightened 

need for life insurance.153%

If you have a spouse, kids or aging parents who depend on you, life insurance is valuable protection and  

may be more affordable than you think.

Consider these average policy costs for a healthy 35 year old:

that’s 2 packs  

of gum!3

$50,000 in coverage

estimated cost $3-4 per month3

that’s a movie ticket  

and popcorn!3

$250,000  in coverage

estimated cost $13-20 per month3

that’s a small cup of  

coffee each weekday!3

$500,000  in coverage

estimated cost $25-40 per month3

Do you have the right amount of protection?

Even if you have employer-paid life insurance, it may not be enough for

your needs. [Term/Optional/Voluntary] Life Insurance provides additional  

financial security for your loved ones in the event you are no longer  

around to earn a paycheck. Appropriate coverage can help replace

that lost paycheck and help your family maintain its standard of living.

You should also keep in mind that insurance needs may increase  

as your life changes, because you may have more to protect — for  

example, getting married, starting a family or purchasing a home.

A premature death is likely to exert a major  or 

devastating impact on financial security,  lifestyle and 

general savings. Those with 3x or more insurance feel 

recovered after the loss of a spouse.2

10x x
Number of  

years to

Annual Income

Experts recommend a coverage amount equal to at least 10 

years of your income.4 Check out our calculator tool  on

www.metlifeiseasier.com to evaluate your unique coverage

needs.

Even if you have employer-paid life insurance, it may not be enough for  

your needs. Supplemental Life Insurance provides additional  financial 

security for your loved ones in the event you are no longer around  to earn 

a paycheck. Appropriate coverage can help replace

that lost paycheck and help your family maintain its standard of living.

16%

http://www.website.com/
http://www.metlifeiseasier.net/
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